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Abstract: Traditional energy-saving optimization of shop scheduling often separates the coupling
relationship between a single machine and the shop system, which not only limits the potential
of energy-saving but also leads to a large deviation between the optimized result and the actual
application. In practice, cutting-tool degradation during operation is inevitable, which will not only
lead to the increase in actual machining power but also the resulting tool change operation will disrupt
the rhythm of production scheduling. Therefore, to make the energy consumption calculation in
scheduling optimization more consistent with the actual machining conditions and reduce the impact
of tool degradation on the manufacturing shop, this paper constructs an integrated optimization
model including a flexible job shop scheduling problem (FJSP), machining power prediction, tool
life prediction and energy-saving strategy. First, an exponential function is formulated using actual
cutting experiment data under certain machining conditions to express cutting-tool degradation.
Utilizing this function, a reasonable cutting-tool change schedule is obtained. A hybrid energy-
saving strategy that combines a cutting-tool change with machine tool turn-on/off schedules to
reduce the difference between the simulated and actual machining power while optimizing the
energy savings is then proposed. Second, a multi-objective optimization model was established to
reduce the makespan, total machine tool load, number of times machine tools are turned on/off and
cutting tools are changed, and the total energy consumption of the workshop and the fast and elitist
multi-objective genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) is used to solve the model. Finally, combined with the
workshop production cost evaluation indicator, a practical FJSP example is presented to demonstrate
the proposed optimization model. The prediction accuracy of the machining power is more than
93%. The hybrid energy-saving strategy can further reduce the energy consumption of the workshop
by 4.44% and the production cost by 2.44% on the basis of saving 93.5% of non-processing energy
consumption by the machine on/off energy-saving strategy.

Keywords: cutting-tool degradation; machine tool turning-on/off schedule; hybrid energy-saving
strategy; multi-objective optimization; flexible job shop scheduling

MSC: 90B30; 90B35

1. Introduction

In the current industrial environment, the manufacturing industry, as an important
part, consumes a lot of energy and resources in the process of product manufacturing [1].
The report on power consumption released by the China Electricity Council in 2022 showed
that China’s industrial electricity consumption accounted for 64.5% of the total social
electricity consumption in the first 10 months of 2022, while manufacturing electricity
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consumption accounted for 76% of industrial electricity consumption. In addition, research
shows that 99% of environment-related problems in mechanical processes are due to elec-
trical energy consumption [2]. Therefore, the establishment of an energy-saving machining
system is an urgent requirement to reduce environmental impacts and every manufacturing
enterprise needs to focus on it.

Energy-saving strategies using new materials and technologies may require enterprises
to transform and invest a lot in existing manufacturing systems, therefore enterprises are
usually inclined to carry out energy-saving scheduling and management [3]. Through
scientific matching of production tasks and machine tools, more accurate calculation of
tasks sequencing, reduce idle time of machine tools, and reasonable selection of machine
tools on/off time can improve energy efficiency [4]. Additionally, Guzman et al. indicated
that a gap still exists in developing mathematical models to deal with scheduling problems.
Novel modeling approaches should be developed to address and associate the parameters
related to production and sustainability [5], among which Feng et al. integrated multiple
optimization algorithms and apply edge artificial intelligence (AI) to smart green scheduling
of sustainable flexible shop floors [6]. Guzman et al. provided a mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) model to address the multi-machine CLSD-BPIM (a capacitated
lot-sizing problem with sequence-dependent setups and parallel machines in a bi-part
injection molding) [7]. Mula et al. proposed a matheuristic algorithm to optimize the
job-shop problem, which combines a genetic algorithm with a disjunctive mathematical
model to cut computational times, and the Coin-OR Branch and Cut open-source solver
is employed [8]. Rakovitis et al. developed a novel mathematical formulation for the
energy-efficient flexible job-shop scheduling problem using the improved unit-specific
event-based time representation and proposed a grouping-based decomposition approach
to efficiently solve large-scale problems [9]. Knowing that approximately 80% of the energy
consumption of machine tools is attributed to non-processing operations, whereas the
actual energy consumed by processing operations accounts for less than 20% [10]. If only
relying on advanced algorithms to achieve further energy saving in the workshop, the
effect is limited. Wu and Sun realized energy saving by changing the turning on/off time
of machine tools and choosing different machining speeds [11]. Gong et al. effectively
reduced the number of machine restarts and total energy consumption by changing the
start time of operations on different machines [12]. Cheng et al. proposed machine tool
on/off criterion criteria, speed-scaling policy and transportation optimization strategy,
and applied them to manufacturing unit scheduling problems to achieve overall energy
saving [13]. An et al. proposed a worn cutting-tool maintenance strategy that reduced
the impact of cutting-tool degradation and the total energy consumption of cutting-tool
maintenance in manufacturing workshops [14]. Setiawan et al. studied a shop rescheduling
problem caused by the failure or reduced service life of cutting tools [15].

As can be seen from the aforementioned literature, on the one hand, most energy-
saving scheduling problems start from the perspective of improving the performance of
the algorithm, which makes the optimization calculation of shop energy consumption
more accurate. However, on the other hand, from the perspective of workshop system
management to achieve energy saving, in order to further realize the energy saving of
the manufacturing system, it is important to consider the contribution of the coupling
relationship between the energy consumption of individual equipment and the energy
consumption of the system to the actual production and optimization objectives; however,
this was almost ignored in previous studies. As the basic energy consumption equipment
in the manufacturing process [16], the energy consumption caused by machine tools cannot
be ignored. However, accurate estimation of energy consumption is the basis for improving
energy efficiency. In recent years, different modeling methods for machine tool energy
consumption have been proposed, such as those by He et al. and He et al., who combined
the tool machining path with the energy consumption model to improve machining effi-
ciency [17,18]. Shailendra et al. established an empirical model between cutting parameters
and energy consumption of end turning by experiments [19]. Haruhiko et al. proposed
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an empirical model for predicting machine tool power consumption based on the power
function between specific energy consumption and material removal rate [20]. In addition,
as the direct implementer of machine tool cutting, tool changing and maintenance will
directly affect the production schedule, in order to avoid the tool suddenly reaching the end
of life, resulting in the conflict of resources, energy consumption increase and the extension
of the makespan and other problems. T. Mikołajczyk et al. and Sun et al. established the
prediction model of tool residual life based on the historical data of tool wear [21,22]. M.
Castejo’n et al. and P.J. Bagga et al. constructed a tool wear image dataset to predict tool
life using cluster analysis and an exponential model [23,24]. Shi et al., Zhang et al. and
Muhammad et al. introduced tool wear into the energy consumption model to achieve
accurate energy consumption modeling, which laid a foundation for the integration of
tool life prediction and energy consumption model [25–27]. Figure 1 summarizes the
above literature.
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Figure 1. Analysis of energy-saving scheduling research status.

In summary, few researchers combine shop scheduling under low-carbon production
with single-machine tool energy consumption and tool life prediction. This paper analyzes
the coupling relationship between shop scheduling, single-machine tool energy consump-
tion and tool life prediction, and organically integrates the three to achieve deeper shop
consumption reduction. Firstly, the machining power model and the tool life model of the
machine tool were established through the tool wear-cutting experiment. Then, the two
models were integrated into the shop scheduling system to obtain the machining power
of each production procedure and the tool change time of each machine tool in the shop
scheduling process, so as to realize the precise modeling of energy consumption at the
system level. In addition, on the basis of the machine tool turn-on/off strategy of the work-
shop, considering the relationship between the tool change time and the turn-on/off time
of the machine tool, the tool change time is adjusted to further reduce the machining power
and the makespan of the workshop, so as to reduce the production energy consumption of
the workshop, as shown in Figure 2.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the FJSP,
cutting-tool degradation model, and hybrid energy-saving strategy of cutting-tool change
and machine tool turn-on/off. In Section 3, a multi-objective optimization model of
flexible job shop scheduling is established that considers tool degradation and energy-
saving measures. Section 4 introduces the proposed NSGA-II algorithm and its specific
improvements. Section 5 sets the optimization model parameters through data collection
and the analysis of actual cases. The rationality, effectiveness, and practical effects of the
proposed model and algorithm are analyzed through verification experiments. Section 6
presents the conclusions and directions for future study.
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2. Problem Description

The relevant symbols are provided in this section. Then, the FJSP that considers cutting-
tool degradation with energy-saving measures (FJSP–CTD–ESM) is described. First, the
FJSP is described. Then, the calculation method of the cutting-tool life, dynamic machining
power, and the hybrid energy-saving strategy of cutting-tool change and machine tool
turn-on/off is proposed, which combines the cutting-tool degradation and machine tool
turn-on/off effects.

2.1. FJSP Description

In the FJSP, there are n kinds of jobs J = {Ji}i=1,2,...,n and k machine tools M =

{Mm}m=1,2,...,k, and each job Ji has Si preset sequence of operations O =
{

oi,j
}

j=1,2,...,Si
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(Li et al., 2012). At least one operation oi,j in O can be processed by different machine tools,
with a corresponding difference in the processing time and efficiency for the same operation.

The following conditions should be met in the FJSP: (1) A machine tool cannot be
assigned to two or more operations simultaneously. (2) Each job has the same processing
priority: initially, all jobs can be processed. (3) There is no constraint relationship between
different jobs. (4) The optional machine tools for the job have no priority relationship.
(5) All job processing tasks are non-preemptive. (6) The processing power of the machine
tool and degree of cutting-tool wear obey the law of tool degradation. (7) Once a process
begins, it cannot be interrupted before completion. Changing the cutting tool and turning
the machine tool on/off cannot be inserted into the machining process. (8) The conversion
time between different jobs with the same machine tool as well as the transportation time
between different stages of the same job are ignored.

The symbols used in this paper are defined in Table 1.

Table 1. The symbols used in this paper.

Symbol Descriptions

i, h The index for jobs, i, h = 1, 2, . . . , n
j, g The index for operations, j, g = 1, 2, . . . , max{Si , Sg

}
m The index for machine tools, m = 1, 2, . . . , k
r The index for the machine tool’s processing task, r = 1, 2, . . . , lm

lm The number of processing tasks for the machine tool Mm
Si The number of operations for job Ji
n The number of jobs
k The number of machine tools
Ji The i− th job

oi,j The j− th operation of the job Ji
Mm The m− th machine tool
Pm The total power of the machine tool Mm
Pijm The power of operation oi,j which is on the machine tool Mm
Pdm The dynamic power of the machine tool Mm
Psm The static power of the machine tool Mm
Pctm The cutting-tool changing power of the machine tool Mm
PAdd The additional power of the workshop

a1 − a8 The exponential parameters between each cutting parameter and the dynamic power
K1, K2 The coefficients of the dynamic power model
b1 − b4 The exponential parameters between each cutting parameter and the cutting-tool life

K3 The coefficients of the tool life model
nv The spindle speed
f The feed speed

ap The cutting depth
ae The cutting width
tm The used time of the cutting tool of the machine tool Mm
Tm The cutting-tool life of the machine tool Mm
tctm The cutting-tool changing time of the machine tool Mm
PT The processing time of an operation
PTij The processing time of the operation oi,j

PTijm The processing time of the operation which is on the machine tool Mm
STij The start time of the operation oi,j
STmr The start time of the r− th processing task of the machine tool Mm
CTij The end time of the operation oi,j
CTmr The end time of the r− th processing task of the machine tool Mm
TRm The no-load balance time of the machine tool
Hm The on/off security threshold time of the machine tool Mm

RTmean The actual average turning-on/off machine tool time
Wm The degree of tool wear
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Table 1. Cont.

Symbol Descriptions

Etotal The total energy consumption of the workshop
Ec The processing energy consumption of machine tools

ERe The energy consumption of turning on/off machine tools
ERem The energy consumed by a single on/off of the machine tool
Ect The total energy consumption of changing the cutting tool
Es The standby energy consumption of machine tools

EAdd The additional energy consumption of the workshop
RTEmean The actual average energy consumption of turning on/off the machine tool

Cmax The makespan
G The total number of turning-on/off machine tools and changing cutting tools

WL The total load of machine tools
CFm The coefficient of cutting tool capacity of the machine tool Mm
DW The degree of reduction in processing capacity of the cutting tool

COST The production cost
SFm The additional coefficient of turning on/off the machine tool Mm
ωe Unit energy cost
ωm The unit operating cost of the machine tool
ωt Machine tool turn on/off loss cost
ωl Cost per unit of labor time
x The number of tasks that cutting-tool changing operation can be advanced

γijmr/γhgmr
γijmr/γhgmr = 1, if the operation oi,j is the r− th processing task of Mm, γijmr=1; otherwise

γijmr/γhgmr = 0

ηmr
ηmr = 1, if the machine tool Mm is turned on/off before its r− th processing task; otherwise,

ηmr =0

λmr
λmr = 1, if the machine tool Mm changes the cutting tool before its r− th processing task;

otherwise, λmr =0
δm δm = 1, if the machine tool Mm turns on/off twice or more; otherwise, δm =0

2.2. Cutting-Tool Degradation Model

In the FJSP, the degradation of the cutting tool reduces its machining capacity, leading
to an increase in the machining power and the interruption of the process caused by the
blunt cutting tool. If the cutting-tool wear is considered in advance during the scheduling
process, the change in machining power caused by cutting-tool wear can be accurately
predicted. This not only improves processing efficiency and reduces energy consumption
but also prevents the cutting tool from becoming blunt.

This section introduces the machining power model and cutting-tool life model de-
rived from the tool degradation model.

(1) Machining power model
From the point of view of the working state of the machine tool, the machine tool

power Pm in the workshop production process can be divided into two parts, as shown
in Equation (1). The first part is the dynamic machining power of the machine tool Pdm,
which includes the spindle power of the machine tool in the workpiece-cutting process.
The second part is the static power Psm of the machine tool, including the no-load power of
the motor and the power of the numerical control, lighting, and cooling systems.

Pm = Pdm + Psm, (1)

Psm exhibits little change in the machining process; hence, it is regarded as a constant value.
The dynamic power model [28,29] proposed by Tian et al. and Tian et al. is divided

into two parts: the initial dynamic power without tool wear, and the additional dynamic
power caused by tool wear, as shown in Equation (2):

Pdm = K1nv
a1 f a2 ap

a3 ae
a4 + K2tmna5 f a6 ap

a7 ae
a8 (2)
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(2) Cutting-tool life model
To determine the relationship between the cutting-tool life and different cutting pa-

rameters, a type of cutting-tool failure should be selected as the criterion. According to ISO
8688-2:1989 Tool life testing in milling-part 2: end milling (1989), the wear of an end milling
cutter can be divided into rake-face wear and flank-face wear [30]. Because the flank-face
wear is easy to measure, the blunt standard of the tool wear is often set according to the
maximum allowable value of the flank-face wear (usually expressed as VB). In this study,
the end of the end milling cutting tool’s life was defined as having a maximum VB of
0.3 mm in one of all teeth (VBmax = 0.3). The cutting-tool life model of Tian et al. and
Sun et al. is shown in Equation (3) [22,29]:

Tm = K3·nv
b1 f b2 ae

b3 ae
b4 (3)

As we all know, tool wear is produced in complex mechanical and thermal envi-
ronments, and there will be different dullness criteria for different processing objects or
different quality requirements. In this paper, according to the dullness criterion mentioned
in the ISO standard, in other application scenarios with higher cutting quality require-
ments, this part of modeling needs to establish a dullness criterion that meets the quality
requirements and build models under these standards. This article only provides such
a solution.

2.3. The Hybrid Energy-Saving Strategy

Section 2.2 shows that the cutting-tool life is not only related to the material and
specifications of the cutting tool but also to the cutting parameters. Therefore, the cutting
tool remaining useful life (RUL) cannot be calculated directly from the processing time
of different operations. This results in a unique tool-changing schedule that affects the
makespan and machine tool turn-on/off schedule.

Three measures are proposed to solve this problem.
(1) The cutting-tool change strategy
In this study, the cutting tool is changed before it is damaged to ensure that it meets

processing quality requirements, reduces the risk of accidents, and improves the reliability
of the processing system. Therefore, if the remaining service life of the cutting tool is
insufficient to support the next processing task in the schedule, the cutting tool is considered
unavailable and changed before the start of the next processing task, as expressed by
Equation (4).

Tm − tm < PT (4)

Owing to the different cutting-tool lives under different cutting parameters, the cutting-
tool service time cannot be added directly. A normalized approach is adopted to deal with
this problem, that is, the increase in cutting-tool wear caused by the processing task is
obtained using the processing task time/cutting-tool life under the cutting parameters of
the task. Then, the total cutting-tool wear Wm is used to determine whether the cutting tool
has reached the end point of its service life, as expressed by Equation (5).

Wm + PT/ Tm < 1 (5)

Equation (5) defines that cutting-tool wear must be less than 1.
(2) The machine tool turn-on/off strategy
During the production process, if a machine tool remains idle for some time, it is

sensible to turn it off to avoid wasting energy and reduce carbon emissions. Turning
machine tools on/off leads to additional energy consumption and could also damage their
performance and service life. Therefore, the no-load balance time TRm should be set to
control when to turn the machine tool on/off, as expressed by Equation (6). Meanwhile,
to reduce the damage caused by turning the machine tool on/off, the interval between
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on/off times is controlled by setting the on/off security threshold time Hm, as expressed by
Equation (7) [11].

STmr − CTm(r−1) ≥ TRmηmr (6)∣∣∣ηmrCTm(r−1) − ηmr′STmr′
∣∣∣ ≥ Hmδm, r > r′ (7)

Equation (6) shows that if the time interval between two subsequent processing tasks is
greater than the no-load balancing time, the machine tool should be turned off. Equation (7)
shows that if the machine tool is turned on/off twice or more, the interval between the
time the machine tool is turned on and the next turn-off must exceed the on/off security
threshold time of the machine tool.

(3) Hybrid energy-saving strategy of cutting-tool change and machine tool turn-on/off
If the cutting-tool change operation is separated from the machine tool turn-on/off

operation, the single cutting-tool change operation not only increases the makespan but
also the standby energy consumption of the machine tool. Sacrificing a small amount
of cutting-tool processing capacity by advancing the timing of the cutting-tool change
will shorten the makespan and reduce energy consumption. Here, we set a reasonable
coefficient CFm of the cutting-tool capacity to control when to change the cutting tool.
Equation (8) ensures that the reduced processing capacity of the machine tool Mm is within
an acceptable range. The cutting-tool change operation can be carried out before x tasks to
realize energy savings.

CFm ≥ 1−Wm +
x

∑
r=0

(λmrPTmr/ Tm) (8)

3. Formulation of FJSP–CTD–ESM

In this section, the energy footprint model is defined. Then, the optimization model of
the FJSP–CTD–ESM is established.

3.1. Energy Footprint Model

The total energy consumption Etotal of the workshop consists of five parts, as shown
in Equation (9). Figure 3 shows the energy consumption of the machine tool at different
stages [1].

Etotal = EC + ERe + Ect + ES + EAdd (9)
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of energy consumption distributions for different running states.
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The energy consumption of each part is analyzed in detail below.
(1) Processing energy consumption Ec of machine tools
The processing energy consumption Ec of process oi,j is closely related to the cutting

time PTijm and the machine tool power Pijm, which varies with the machine tool type,
cutting parameters, and cutting-tool wear. The energy consumption of cutting is calculated
as Equation (10).

Ec =
k

∑
m=1

n

∑
i=1

Si

∑
j=1

lm

∑
r=1

γijmrPijmPTijm (10)

(2) Energy consumption ERe of turning machine tools on/off
The energy consumption when turning the machine tool on/off ERe is influenced

by the type and performance of the machine tool; it has no relation with the processing
operation. Thus, the energy consumption of turning the machine tool on/off ERem once was
set as a constant value. The energy consumption of machine tool turn-on/off is calculated
as Equation (11).

ERe =
k

∑
m=1

lm

∑
r=1

ηmrERem (11)

(3) Total energy consumption Ect of changing the cutting tool
As the processing time increases, it is necessary to change the cutting tool before it

becomes blunt. The energy consumption of cutting-tool change is calculated as Equation (12).

Ect =
k

∑
m=1

lm

∑
r=1

λmrPctmtctm (12)

(4) Standby energy consumption Es
When the machine tool is idle and kept on between two processes, it consumes energy

while on standby, which is expressed as:

Es =
k

∑
m=1

lm

∑
r=1

Psm(1− ηmr)
(

STmr − CTm(r−1)

)
(13)

(5) Additional energy consumption EAdd of the workshop
The energy consumption of the workshop results not only from machine tool-related

processes but also from lighting, computer utilization, and other sources. In this study, the
additional energy consumption is not examined in detail; hence, it is set to a constant and
calculated as Equation (14).

EAdd = PAdd ∗ Cmax (14)

where PAdd = 9.65 Kw.

3.2. Formulation of the FJSP–CTD–ESM Optimization Model

In actual production, the total energy consumption is not the only indicator; the
makespan, total load of the machine tool, and the total number of times the machine tool
is turned on/off and cutting tools are changed also need to be considered. Therefore,
the multi-objective optimization model proposed in this paper has four objectives: the
makespan f1 (min), the total energy consumption of f2 (Kw·min), the total load of machine
tools f3 (min), and the total number of times the machine tools are turned on/off and
cutting tools are changed f4 (time), expressed as Equations (15)–(35).

min F = [ f1, f2, f3, f4] (15)

where
f1 = Cmax = max

m,r
CTmr (16)
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f2 = Etotal = Ec + ERe + Ect + Es + EAdd

=



k
∑

m=1

n
∑

i=1

Si
∑

j=1

lm
∑

r=1
γijmrPijmPTijm+

k
∑

m=1

lm
∑

r=1
ηmrERem+

∑k
m=1 ∑lm

r=1 λmrPctmtctm+

∑k
m=1 ∑lm

r=1 Psm(1− ηmr)
(

STmr − CTm(r−1)

)
+ PAdd ∗ Cmax

(17)

f3 = WL =
k

∑
m=1

n

∑
i=1

Si

∑
j=1

lm

∑
r=1

γijmrPTijm (18)

f4 = G =
k

∑
m=1

lm

∑
r=1

(ηmr + λmr) (19)

Subject to
CTij − PTij ≥ CTi(j−1) (20){

STm(r+1) − STmr > 0
STm(r+1) − CTmr ≥ 0

(21)

k

∑
m=1

γijmr = 1 (22)

STmr − CTm(r−1) ≥ TRmηmr (23)∣∣∣ηmrCTm(r−1) − ηmr′STmr′
∣∣∣ ≥ Hmδm, r > r′ (24)

Wmr < 1 (25)

STmr − CTm(r−1) ≥ tctmλmr (26)

CFm ≥ 1−Wm +
x

∑
r=0

(λmrPTmr/ Tm) (27)

γijmr =

{
1,
0,

if the operation oi,j is the r th processing task of the machine tool Mm
otherwise

(28)

ηmr =

{
1,
0,

if the machine tool Mm is turned on/off before its r th processing task
otherwise

(29)

λmr =

{
1,
0,

if the machine tool Mm changes the cutting tool before its r th processing task
otherwise

(30)

δm =

{
1,
0,

if the machine tool Mm is turned on/off twice or more
otherwise

(31)

ST > 0 (32)

CT > 0 (33)

PT > 0 (34)

i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1, s], m ∈[1, k], r ∈[1, lm] (35)

Constraint [20] indicates that an operation cannot begin unless the preceding operation
was completed. Constraint [21] confirms that a machine tool cannot be assigned to two
or more processes simultaneously. Constraint [22] ensures that the same process cannot
be conducted by two or more machine tools. Constraint [23] states that the machine tool
turn-on/off does not overlap with the processing task, and the on/off time must exceed
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the no-load balance time. If it is the first round of processing, CTijm0 = 0; otherwise,
CTijm0 = CTijmlm . Constraint [24] indicates that the interval between the time the machine
tool is turned on and the next turn-off must exceed the machine tool on/off security
threshold time Mm. Constraint [25] implies that the actual degree of tool wear Wmr must
be less than 1. Constraint [26] requires that the cutting-tool change does not overlap with
the processing task, and the time interval between the two processes is greater than the
defined cutting-tool change time. Constraint [27] shows that the cutting-tool change of Mm
is carried out in advance to achieve energy savings under the reduced processing capacity
of the machine tool within an acceptable range. Constraints [28–35] are the constraints of
decision variables.

4. Proposed NSGA-II

In this section, a general framework to solve the FJSP–CTD–ESM is proposed; the
NSGA-II is briefly introduced, and the motivation behind the NSGA-II to optimize the
FJSP–CTD–ESM is analyzed. Specific improvement measures of the NSGA-II algorithm are
also described.

4.1. Framework

The optimization method of integrating the cutting-tool degradation, hybrid energy-
saving strategy, and production scheduling determines the cutting-tool capability and
the order and priority of production tasks by combining machine tools and scheduling.
The scheduling scheme is implemented in two steps: First, the machining power model
and cutting-tool life model based on tool degradation were added to the fast and elitist
multi-objective genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) scheduling algorithm [31] to generate an initial
scheduling scheme, which includes the cutting-tool change. Second, through the schedul-
ing mechanism, the cutting-tool change and machine tool turn-on/off were arranged to
generate the final scheduling scheme to achieve the goal of energy conservation.

4.2. Details and Improvements in NSGA-II
4.2.1. Scheduling Mechanisms

In the FJSP–CTD–ESM, processing energy consumption is mainly determined by
machining power, which is also affected by cutting parameters and machine tool type.
Non-machining energy consumption is mainly determined by the running state of machine
tools. Because the cutting parameters were determined, the allocation of the appropriate
machine tool to the operation and choosing the suitable machine tool turn-on/off and
cutting-tool change times are the main considerations of the scheduling scheme. Two
scheduling mechanisms are proposed:

(1) Cutting-tool degradation mechanism
During the processing operation, the cumulative processing time of the cutting tool

is calculated in advance and the machining power Pm and degree of cutting-tool wear
Wm of machine tool Mm are then calculated using the tool degradation model. When the
degree of cutting-tool wear is expected to be greater than 1 (Wm > 1) after the machine tool
completes the next operation, the cutting tool will be changed before processing (λmr = 1),
and the machining power Pm is recalculated. The cutting-tool degradation mechanism is
shown in Figure 4.

(2) Hybrid mechanism of cutting-tool change and machine tool turn-on/off
Based on the scheduling algorithm, the hybrid mechanism of cutting-tool change and

machine tool turn-on/off is added to determine when to turn the machine tool on/off and
change the cutting tool, as shown in Figure 5.

Step 1: According to the start and end time of the processing task, determine whether
the non-processing time is greater than the no-load balancing time TRm. If so, go to Step 2;
otherwise, end.
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Step 2: Determine whether there is an on/off operation before this non-processing
stage. If so, go to Step 3. Otherwise, turn off the machine tool in this non-processing stage
and go to Step 5.

Step 3: Compare whether the time difference between the start of the non-processing
stage and the last turn-on time of the machine tool is greater than the defined on/off
security threshold time Hm. If the difference exceeds Hm, turn off the machine tool at the
beginning of the non-processing stage and go to Step 5; otherwise, go to Step 4.

Step 4: Set the last turn-on time of the machine tool to t1 and the start time of the
non-processing stage to t2. If t2 − t1 − Hm > TRm, turn off the machine tool at (t1 + Hm)
and go to Step 5; otherwise, end.

Step 5: Check whether the machine tools have both cutting-tool change and turn-
on/off operations. If so, go to Step 6; otherwise, end.

Step 6: Determine whether the degree of tool wear Wm at the nearest machine tool
on/off position before the cutting-tool change operation is greater than the difference
between 1 and the cutting-tool capacity coefficient. If so, combine the cutting-tool change
and machine tool turn-on/off operations, and recalculate the optimization target value;
otherwise, end.
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4.2.2. Encoding and Decoding with Changing Cutting and Turn-on/off

In the FJSP, encoding and decoding are expressed in the form of chromosomes, which
are divided into the process chromosome and the machine tool chromosome. We utilize
the encoding and decoding methods proposed by Zhang et al. [32], as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Chromosome encoding process.

In addition, changing the cutting tool and turning the machine tool on/off affects the
scheduling scheme, including the following six scenarios. (1) Scenario 1: If the machine tool
Mm needs to be turned off before oi,j+1, the non-processing time and the last turn-on time
of Mm should be considered. When the non-processing time is greater than the no-load
balancing time TRm, and the difference between the start time CTmr of the non-processing
time and the last turn-on time STmr′ of Mm is greater than the defined on/off security
threshold time Hm, the machine tool is directly turned off between CTmr and STm(r+1), as
shown in Figure 7. (2) Scenario 2: If CTmr − STmr′ < Hm and STm(r+1) − STmr′ − Hm > TRm,
turn off Mm between (STmr′+ Hk) and STm(r+1), as shown in Figure 8. (3) Scenario 3. If
machine tool Mm needs a cutting-tool change before oi,j+1, the non-processing time must
be considered. If (STm(r+1)-CTmr) is greater than the cutting-tool change time tctm, change
the cutting tool in CTmr, as shown in Figure 9. (4) Scenario 4: If the machine tool Mm needs
a cutting-tool change before oi,j+1 and STm(r+1)-CTmr < tctm, STm(r+1) needs to move to the
right to ST′m(r+1) to make ST′m(r+1)-CTmr = tctm, as shown in Figure 10. (5) Scenario 5: If
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the cutting-tool change and machine tool turn-on/off occurs in sequence, these should be
combined, as shown in Figure 11. (6) Scenario 6: If the conditions of scheduling mechanism
2 are met, two cases will occur. Case 1: the cutting-tool change is incorporated into the
machine tool turn-on/off. Case 2: Advance the cutting-tool change and eliminate the
machine tool turn-on/off, as shown in Figure 12.
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4.2.3. Crossover

A crossover is used to maintain population diversity and explore a new solution space.
In the parent population, two types of crossover were performed according to chromosome
types [32], with the crossover of the process chromosome occurring in odd positions, while
that of the machine tool chromosome occurring in even positions, as shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Crossover: (a) Crossover of the process chromosome; (b) Crossover of the machine
tool chromosome.
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4.2.4. Mutation

A mutation is the use of the solution space to generate different neighborhood solutions
through different mutations to prevent the population from falling into a local optimum
during the process of population evolution convergence and increase the diversity of the
population. The mutation can be divided into the process chromosome mutation and the
machine tool chromosome mutation [32]. In the process chromosome mutation, gene I at
a random mutation site on a random parental chromosome is mutated into the random
gene I ′. At the same time, one of the genes I ′ on the other sites of this chromosome is
randomly selected to become gene I, and the corresponding machine tool chromosome is
changed accordingly. In the machine tool chromosome mutation, the genes at two random
mutation sites on a random parental chromosome are mutated into any gene within the
allowed mutation range, as shown in Figure 14.
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5. Case Study

In this section, the parameter determination method in FJSP–CTD–ESM is briefly
described, and the comparison experiment based on the FJSP is designed. In addition, to
provide enterprises with a better basis for selecting scheduling schemes, this paper inte-
grates production functional resources with job-shop scheduling and provides production
cost indicators to evaluate scheduling schemes. Thereafter, the rationality and effectiveness
of the cutting-tool degradation model and hybrid energy-saving strategy of cutting-tool
change and machine tool turn-on/off are illustrated by the example results.

5.1. Design of Experiments
5.1.1. Environment Setting

All the algorithms were run in Python 2.7 on a personal computer with an Intel (R)
Core (TM) i7-9750H, 2.6 GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM.

5.1.2. Model Parameter Determination

To obtain stable machining power and tool wear data, the workpiece (i.e., 45# steel
with dimensions 60 × 60 × 35 mm) was processed by milling. The cutting mode was
straight-line face milling. The cutting path of the experimental workpiece is shown in
Figure 15. The basic properties of the machine tool and tool used in the experiment are
shown in Table 2. To establish the relationship between the machining power of machine
tools and machining parameters, and that between the tool life and machining parameters,
the machining power of machine tools and tool life under different cutting parameters
were obtained by an orthogonal experiment. By referring to the Concise Manual of Cutting
Parameters, it is found that in general, when the high-speed end milling cutter face-milling
45 steel, the recommended cutting speed is 21~40 m/min, and the recommended range of
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feed per tooth is 0.12~0.2 mm. Therefore, within the recommended range, we consider the
workpiece conditions, machine conditions, test costs and other factors, and through a large
number of tests select the cutting parameters, as shown in Table 3 for the experiment. All
the power data of a single milling cutter in a stable cutting period were collected for each
group of experiments. The experimental devices are shown in Figure 16.
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Table 2. Basic parameters of experimental devices.

Machine
Tools

Machine
Tools Type

(Model)

Cutting-
Tool
Type

Diameter of
Milling
Cutter

Edge (mm)

Milling Cutter
Material

Number of
Milling

Cutter Edges

Length of
Milling
Cutter

Edge (mm)

Length of
Milling

Cutter (mm)

Cutting
Fluid

Anti-wear
Coating

M1,M2

Three-axis
CNC

machining
center(TSIM-
VMA8050V4)

End Mill ϕ10 M2AI high-
speed steel 4 25 66 Water No

M3,M4

Three-axis
CNC

machining
center
(TSIM-

VMC1580)

End Mill ϕ12 M2AI high-
speed steel 4 35 85 Water No

M5,M6

Five-axis
CNC

machining
center
(TSIM-

VMA210V)

End Mill Φ8 M2AI high-
speed steel 4 22 66 Water No

Table 3. Experimental cutting parameters table.

Machine Tools nv (r/min) f (mm/r) ap (mm) ae (mm)

M1,M2

700
0.15 0.8 1
0.16 1 1.5
0.17 1.2 2

800
0.15 1 2
0.16 1.2 1
0.17 0.8 1.5

900
0.15 1 1.5
0.16 0.8 2
0.17 1.2 1
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Table 3. Cont.

Machine Tools nv (r/min) f (mm/r) ap (mm) ae (mm)

M3,M4

600
0.17 0.8 1
0.18 1 1.5
0.19 1.2 2

700
0.17 1 2
0.18 1.2 1
0.19 0.8 1.5

800
0.17 1 1.5
0.18 0.8 2
0.19 1.2 1

M5,M6

850
0.13 0.8 1
0.14 1 1.5
0.15 1.2 2

950
0.13 1 2
0.14 1.2 1
0.15 0.8 1.5

1050
0.13 1 1.5
0.14 0.8 2
0.15 1.2 1
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Figure 16. Experimental device: (a) Tool wear detection device; (b) Clamp on power logger
(PW3360A982-04); (c) Tool wear detection process; (d) Power acquisition wiring diagram; (e) CNC
machining center (M1/2,M3/4,M5/6); (f) Positioning device and fixture.
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During the milling process, cutting-tool wear was detected once per ten cuts according
to the cutting route. When the end point of the cutting-tool wear was reached, machining
was stopped and the tool was changed. Photos of the detected partial cutting-tool wear are
shown in Figure 17.
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The multivariate linear regression method [33] was used to determine the parameters
in the cutting-tool degradation model, as shown in Figure 18. The machining power and
cutting-tool life models are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Cutting-tool degradation model.

Machine Tools Model

M1,M2
Pd = 0.9442nv

0.6385 f 0.1416ap
0.3255ae

0.2693 + 4.24× 10−5tmnv
1.6716 f 1.2510ap

0.9296ae
0.7356

T = 10.0048nv
−0.3821 f−2.44733ap

0.59782ae
−0.26984

M3,M4
Pd = 1.0400nv

0.6580 f−0.2245ap
0.1842ae

0.0789 + 2.24× 10−5tmn2.2058 f 3.0474ap
0.0977ae

0.4933

T = 23.3873nv
−0.1448 f−1.2645ap

0.7309ae
−0.0774

M5,M6
Pd = 1.7413nv

0.5870 f 0.1269ap
0.1231ae

0.0932 + 1.15× 10−5tmnv
0.3816 f−2.5387ap

−0.5164ae
0.2689

T = 25.5911nv
0.1248 f−0.0842ap

0.0048ae
−0.0726

The no-load balance time TRm of the machine tool was determined by measurement
experiments and the on/off security threshold time Hm was obtained from the equip-
ment manual.

The no-load balance time TRm must meet the following condition:{
TRm ≥ RTmean

TRm = RTEmean
Psm

∗ SFm
(36)

where SFm = 1.2.

5.1.3. Job and Workshop Configuration Information

The flexible job shop has six machine tools and five types of workpieces. The machin-
ing process information on the machine tools and workpieces are listed in Tables 5 and 6,
respectively. The axonometric drawing of the five workpieces is shown in Figure 19.

Table 5. Machine tool information.

Machine Tools The No-Load Balance
Time (Tm

R /s)
The on/off Security

Threshold Time (Hk/s)
Cutting-Tool Change

Time (tct/s)/Power (Pct/W) Static Power (Psm/W)

M1,M2 48 100 60/195 520

M3,M4 45 90 80/295 420

M5,M6 32 60 40/156 325
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Table 6. Workpiece information.

Job
Number Operations Optional

Machine Tools
Processing
Time (min)

Cutting Parameters
(nv, f, ap, ae)

J1

O1,1 Milling 50× 50× 15 convex platform M1 , M2 16.34 900,0.17,3,2.5
M3, M4 8.16 800,0.19,3,5

O1,2 Milling 30× 10× 15 slot M1 , M2 2.68 700,0.16,1.5,2

O1,3
Enlarge holes

2×∅12× 15→ 2×∅15× 15
M1 , M2 3 700,0.15,1.5,1.5
M5, M6 4 850,0.13,1.5,1.5

J2

O2,1 Milling 50× 50× 15 convex platform M1 , M2 16.34 900,0.17,3,2.5
M3 , M4 8.16 800,0.19,3,5

O2,2 Milling 40× 40× 10 convex platform M1 , M2 12.45 900,0.15,2.5,2.5
M5 , M6 14.8 1050,0.13,2,2.5

O2,3 Enlarge hole ∅12× 15→ ∅15× 15 M5, M6 2 850,0.13,1.5,1.5

J3

O3,1 Milling 50× 50× 15 convex platform M1, M2 16.34 900,0.17,3,2.5
M3 , M4 8.16 800,0.19,3,5

O3,2 Milling 2× 27× 8× 8 slots M5 ,M6 4 850,0.13,1,2

O3,3 Enlarge hole ∅12× 15→ ∅15× 15 M1, M2 1.5 700,0.15,1.5,1.5
M5 , M6 2 850,0.13,1.5,1.5

O3,4
Enlarge holes

2×∅10× 15→ 2×∅11× 15 M5 , M6 2.56 850,0.13,1,0.5

J4

O4,1 Milling 50× 50× 15 convex platform M1 , M2 16.34 900,0.17,3,2.5
M3 , M4 8.16 800,0.19,3,5

O4,2 Milling 19× 12× 8 slot M3 , M4 1.49 600,0.17,1,2
O4,3 Milling 2×10×10× 8 slots M1, M2 1.53 700,0.15,1,2
O4,4 Milling 2 × 10 × ×8× 8 slots M5 ,M6 1.45 850,0.13,1,2

J5

O5,1 Milling 50× 50× 15 convex platform M1 ,M2 16.34 900,0.17,3,2.5
M3 ,M4 8.16 800,0.19,3,5

O5,2 Milling 2× 50 × 10 × 8 slots M1 ,M2 7.62 700,0.15,1,2
O5,3 Enlarge hole ∅9× 15→ ∅10× 15 M5 ,M6 0.85 850,0.13,1,0.5

5.1.4. Establishment of Production Cost Indicator

Reducing cost plays an important role in the profitability, survival and development of
an enterprise. How to get the maximum benefit with the minimum cost is an important topic
that enterprises and even the whole society face and need to study and solve. To provide a
better basis for selecting scheduling schemes, this paper establishes a mathematical model
of production cost to evaluate scheduling schemes [34,35], as shown in Equation (36).

COST = ωeEtotal + ωmWL + ωtG + ωlCmax (37)

Table 7 shows the specific unit cost components in the production cost indicator, which
includes unit energy cost, unit operating cost of machine tool, machine tool turn-on/off
loss cost and cost per unit of labor time.

Table 7. Related unit costs.

Unit Energy Cost
(CNY/KW·h)

Unit Operating Cost
of Machine Tool

(CNY/h)

Machine Tool Turn
on/off Loss Cost

(CNY/time)

Cost Per Unit of
Labor Time (CNY/h)

0.725 9 1 30

5.2. Evaluation
5.2.1. Experiment Results

(1) Hybrid mechanism of cutting-tool change and machine tool turn-on/off
It can be seen from Section 2.3 that machining power is not only related to tool wear

but also related to cutting parameters. Therefore, to reflect and highlight the relationship
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between machining power variations and tool wear, the relationship between machining
power and tool wear and the accuracy of the power model was analyzed by using actual
and simulation data under the premise of certain cutting parameters.

It can be seen from the model that the machining power is linearly related to the tool
utilization time. By comparing the actual collected power data with the tool utilization
time and power data predicted by regression, it was found that the errors were all within
a controllable range. The maximum error of the M1,M2; M3,M4; and M5,M6 models are
6.44%, 3.36%, 4.67%, respectively, as shown in Figure 20.
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(2) Scheduling algorithm results
To reflect the performance of the improved NSGA-II (INSGA-II), scheduling solutions

were generated under the premise that the degrees of cutting-tool wear of machine tools M1-M6
are 60%, 70%, 50%, 50%, 70% and 60%, respectively. Table 8 summarizes the experimental
results and shows the number of Pareto solutions, target values (Cmax, Etotal , WL, and G)
and production cost indicator for each Pareto solution. The production cost is between
CNY 36 and 40. The Pareto solution of the example is shown in Figure 21, where the X-,
Y-, and Z-axis represents the WL, Cmax, and Etotal , respectively; the color represents G. As
seen in Figure 21, the solution space is sufficient and the Pareto front is well distributed.
The makespan is between 27 and 31 min, the total energy consumption of the workshop
is between 319 and 350 Kw·min, the total machine tool load is 80–90 min, and the total
number of times machine tools were turned on/off and cutting tools were changed is
from five to nine times. The above data show that the INSGA-II algorithm can balance
the four target values. The decision-maker can choose the optimal compromise using the
multicriteria decision-making method.

Table 8. Cutting-tool degradation model.

Pareto Numbers Pareto Solutions (Cmax(min),Etotal(Kw·min), WL(min),G (time)) Production Cost (CNY)

15

(29.60,337.46,81.93,7), (28.95,329.10,84.78,8), (27.18,319.5,90.61,8),
(28.95,331.36,81.93,8),(28.95,331.32,82.43,9), (27.18,317.67,92.96,8),
(28.95,329.10,84.78,8), (28.95,329.34,84.28,9),(28.96,329.01,85.78,8),
(28.95,331.36,81.93,8), (27.79,325.47,90.11,8), (28.96,334.26,93.96,7),
(29.47,335.72,82.43,6), (31.18,349.53,85.78,5), (29.60,334.64,85.78,6)

37.17, 38.17, 38.04, 37.77, 38.84, 38.37,
38.17, 39.10, 38.32, 37.77, 38.34, 38.61,

36.16, 36.68, 36.71
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Figure 22 is a Gantt chart of Pareto solutions for this example. The X-axis represents
the time, the Y-axis represents the machine number, and each block represents an operation.
O denotes the machine tool processing operation, e.g., the first block O5,1 of M3 indicates
that the first process of J3 was processed on M3. CT denotes the cutting-tool change. Idle
indicates that the machine tool is not in use, e.g., the gray block on M6. On/O f f indicates
that the machine tool is turned off, e.g., the green block on M1. R_C_T indicates that the
machine tool is off; however, the cutting tool will be changed at the beginning or end of this
period, e.g., the gray-green block on M2. S indicates that the machine tool is on standby,
e.g., the light blue block on M5. The scheduling scheme can provide the appropriate
cutting-tool change time and turn off the machine tools on standby when necessary to
save energy.
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5.2.2. Assessing the Effects of the Cutting-Tool Degradation Model

In this section, based on the cutting-tool degradation model, multi-objective scheduling
optimization is conducted starting with new cutting tools. Five schemes are selected
from the Pareto optimal solutions for comparison, as follows: Scheme 1 includes the
minimum sum of the four target values (Cmax, Etotal , WL, and G) with the weight of
[0.3, 0.1, 0.5, and 0.1], and its four target values and cost are CNY (26.64, 309.7, 92.96, and
7) and 37.01. Scheme 2 includes the minimum makespan, and its four target values and
cost are CNY (26.64, 309.7, 92.96, and 7) and 37.01. Scheme 3 includes the minimum total
energy consumption of the workshop, and its four target values and cost are CNY (26.64,
309.7, 92.96, and 7) and 37.01. Scheme 4 includes the minimum total load of machine
tools, and its four target values and cost are CNY (28.95, 328.13, 81.93, and 7) and 36.73.
Scheme 5 includes the least number of times that the machine tools are turned on/off and
cutting tools are changed, and its four target values and cost are CNY (36.82, 408.87, 90.61,
and 5) and 40.94. Figure 23 shows the Gantt chart of production scheduling of Scheme 1.
Figures 24 and 25 show the simulation power curve and degree of cutting tool wear curve
of each machine tool, respectively, in the production process of Scheme 1. These reflect the
change in the machining power of each machine tool with the processing operation, verify
the influence of the cutting-tool degradation model on the total energy consumption of
machine tools, and highlight the necessity of the tool degradation model.
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From the cutting-tool degradation model, all machine tools can provide feedback on
the real power condition of the machining process. Taking machine tool M1 as an example,
the curve of simulated and actual machining power can be obtained after actual machining,
as shown in Figure 26. The simulated and actual average machining power of the three
processes are 58.46 W, 69.49 W, and 65.24 W; and 56.7 W, 68.9 W, and 69.5 W, respectively.
The power errors of the three processes are 3.15%, 0.85%, and 6.14%, respectively. The main
reason for the considerable fluctuation in the actual machining power is that the cutting
direction is not constant during machining. Changes in the cutting direction lead to an
instantaneous power decrease because no cutting occurs at that moment, and the spindle
generates a large amount of instantaneous power when it just touches the workpiece. The
reason for the large error in the simulation results of the third process is that during hole
enlargement, the actual cutting width is larger than the given cutting width (1.5 mm)
because the actual processing path is circumferential; this makes the actual machining
power larger than the simulation power. However, overall, the errors are all within the
acceptable range and the cutting-tool degradation model can be applied in scheduling
planning. This is conducive to making the simulation closer to the actual production,
making the scheduling scheme and scheduling results more practical, and it plays a key
role in predicting the machining power of machine tools.
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5.2.3. Assessing the Effects of the Energy-Saving Strategies

Comparing the results of the five scheduling schemes in Section 2.3 shows that adopt-
ing the machine tool turn-on/off measure reduced the average total machine standby time
in the five schemes by over 99.2%: from 77.18 min to 35.40 s. The total energy consump-
tion of turning machine tools on/off increased from 0 Kw·min to 1.744 Kw·min, whereas
the standby energy consumption of the machine tools decreased from 31.891 Kw·min to
2.044 Kw·min. In addition, the cost of energy consumption decreased by about CNY 0.36.
Although the machine tool turn-on/off strategy slightly increased the energy consumption
when these are turned on/off, it significantly reduced the standby energy consumption,
as shown in Figure 27. Therefore, it can be concluded that the machine tool turn-on/off
energy-saving strategy is very effective.
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To assess the effects of the hybrid energy-saving strategy, we compared the energy
consumption and makespan distinction before and after its adoption. Figure 28 shows the
scheduling scheme changes before and after the hybrid energy-saving measure was applied.
The four target values and cost before and after optimization are CNY 30.47, 347.18, 89.93,
10 and 39.92 and CNY 28.95, 331.76, 89.93, 10 and 38.97, respectively. It can be seen from the
Gantt chart that after adopting the energy-saving strategy, the cutting-tool change of M3
was performed before O5,1, resulting in a 3.95% reduction in the makespan from 30.14 min
to 28.95 min, a 4.44% reduction in the total energy consumption of the workshop from
347.18 kW ·min to 331.76 kW ·min and a 2.44% reduction in the production cost from CNY
39.92 to 38.97, equivalent to CNY 47.3 saved every 24 h. However, the cutting-tool life of
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M3 was calculated as 143.002 min using the cutting-tool life model, while the processing
time of O5,1 was 8.16 min, thus reducing the processing capacity of the cutting tool DW by
5.7%, as shown in Figure 29.
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Figure 29. Total impact of the hybrid energy-saving strategy.

The energy-saving strategy mainly reduced the energy consumption of the workshop
by changing the timing of the cutting-tool change while reducing the makespan; the
total machine tool load and the total number of times the machine tools were turned
on/off and cutting tools were changed were not affected. The changes in the total energy
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consumption of the workshop were analyzed, as shown in Figure 30. In the solutions
before and after optimization, the additional energy consumption of the workshop EAdd
was the highest. This is because the energy consumption of a large number of additional
equipment such as lighting, air pumps, and air conditioners in the actual workshop was far
greater than that of the machine tools. Because this equipment is continuously operated, its
energy consumption is positively correlated with time. As shown in Figure 31, the power
consumption of M3 changed when the cutting tool was changed in advance. The red and
green parts represent the energy consumed before and after optimization, respectively. On
the whole, the processing energy consumption Ec of the optimized solution decreased.
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However, the reduction in Ec is much smaller than that in EAdd in terms of energy
consumption and has little influence on the total energy consumption. The decrease in
EAdd is mainly attributed to the integration of the cutting-tool change and machine tool
turn-on/off processes, which leads to the reduction in the makespan, thus reducing the
energy consumption of additional equipment. However, the cutting-tool change and
machine tool turn-on/off processes were not eliminated; hence, their energy consumption
did not change. In summary, the hybrid energy-saving strategy effectively reduced energy
consumption and optimized the makespan, making it vital within the acceptable degree of
reduction in the cutting-tool processing capacity.
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6. Conclusions

Production planning and scheduling are usually the most critical activities in intel-
ligent manufacturing enterprises. In the manufacturing process, manufacturers not only
need to use the minimum resources to meet the production demand with as little energy
consumption and in as short a time as possible but also face the challenge of the lack
of mutual responsibility between the scheduling system and the single machine, which
often leads to a large deviation between the scheduling optimization results and the actual
application. Therefore, a new FJSP–CTD–ESM method is proposed in this paper to provide
strong support for intelligent manufacturing enterprises to reduce the time and energy
consumption in the production process. Through analyzing the coupling relationship
between shop scheduling, single-machine tool energy consumption and tool life prediction,
and organically integrating the three to achieve deeper shop consumption reduction. The
resulting effect is as follows:

(1) Cutting-tool degradation during shop scheduling was analyzed. Based on the
experimental data, exponential regression models of the dynamic power and cutting-tool
life were established under certain machining conditions, with an error of approximately
6.5%. (2) A dynamic cutting-tool change strategy by monitoring the RUL was proposed to
change the cutting tool before it becomes blunt. This makes the optimization model closer
to the real machining situation. (3) Oriented towards low-carbon production objectives,
the conventional machine tool turn-on/off schedule can reduce the non-processing energy
consumption by 93.5%. Integrating the cutting-tool change strategy into the conventional
machine tool turn-on/off schedule further reduces the total energy consumption by 4.44%
and production cost by 2.44%. It was proved that this hybrid energy-saving strategy effec-
tively reduces the energy consumption of workshops and has great application prospects.

In terms of the defects in this study, the proposed model does not consider the con-
straints of transport, clamping, and assembly on shop scheduling. In addition, the estab-
lishment of the machining power model and the tool life model of each machine tool in the
workshop needs to spend a lot of time on the cutting wear experiment (about 45 h), which
brings a lot of work to the preparation of the early production. When the shop changes
the machine tool or changes a different type of tool, the models need to be rebuilt. Based
on the above limitations, some suggestions are recommended as follows: (1) To explore a
fast method to obtain the machining power model and the tool life model and make these
models have a certain universal applicability. (2) To integrate more practical constraints
such as transport, clamping, assembly, random breakdown or rush orders into the opti-
mization model. (3) To design an efficient solution algorithm to solve multi-objective and
many-objective optimization problems.
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